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THE ROMAN ROAD NAISSUS - TIMACUM MAIUS – TIMACUM
MINUS – CONBUSTICA (COMBUSTICA) – RATIARIA
VLADIMIR P. PETROVIĆ, VOJISLAV FILIPOVIĆ, KRASSIMIRA LUKA

Down the valley of the Timok (Timachus)
River in eastern Serbia and in north-western Bulgaria was one of the oldest and most important
routes in ancient times in the Balkans - the old itinerary road Naissus-Ratiaria connecting the central Balkan region of the ancient Naissus with the
Danube basin. The road starts off from the area of
Naissus (today Niš), which was at the crossroads
of transbalkanic land communications, wherefrom
the routes lead also into four other directions: to the
North - Viminacium and Singidunum (Beograd), to
the West - Lissus (Lezha) and the Adriatic coast, to
the South - Thessalonica (Θεσσαλονίκη) and the
Aegean sea, and to the East - Serdica (Sofia) and
Constantinopolis (Constantinople) (Fig. 2). The
well-known city of Naissus (Niš) was founded by
the Romans after the victory over Dardanians. It
was an important trading and military centre of
the Upper Moesia province, and thus gained the
municipal status (municipium) in 2nd century A.D.
The city was of special significance in late antiquity at the times of Constantine the Great, who
was born and raised in Naissus, and later was to
“magnificently ornamented” (magnifice ornavit)
this city (Anon. Vales. II, 2). In 4th century A.D.
it was also an important Episcopalian seat. The
Huns destroyed it in A.D. 441, and it was reconstructed later in the times of Justinian.
The famous Roman itinerary from the 4th
century A.D., Tabula Peutingeriana, notes the following stations between Naissus and Ratiaria:
Naisso XXVII Timaco Maiori X Timaco Minori
XXVII Conbustica XXVII Ratiaria (Miller, K.

1916; TIR, K-34, Naissus) (Fig.1). The distances between stations are given in Roman miles (1
Roman mile = 1481 m). Our attention will be focused on the area of the today Svrljig valley that
was the first after Naissus to offer possibilities for
developing bigger Roman settlements, maybe the
first station on the Roman road - Timacum Maius.1
Let us first consider this area’s geographical and
historical data. Svrljig valley is located half way
down the Svrljiški Timok River, confined from
every side by the Svrljiške Planine mountains and
tall peaks - Kalafat and Tresibaba, and it may be
considered a single geographical whole in eastern
Serbia (Голубовић, П. 1992: 21). This valley was
one of the most striking transversal valleys in the
Carpathian-Balkanic massif arch in eastern Serbia,
and at the same time one of the spacious valleys
in Serbia (Голубовић, П. 1992: 21). The easiest
connection to the Niš valley and communications
starting thereof is the Gramada (555 m) saddle, the
site of former border checkpoint between Serbia
and the Ottoman Empire. But a smaller ancient
settlement dating back to the 3rd century A.D. had
also been located on Gramada. To the north, the
Svrljig valley connects the Morava (Margus) and
Nišava (Navissus) River basins with the areas
around the Timok and further toward the Danube.
1. The first part of this paper is written by Vladimir
P. Petrović and Vojislav Filipović and is a result of the project: Society, Culture and Communications in the Balkans
in Proto- and Early History (num. 177012) of the Belgrade
based Institute for Balkan Studies of SASA. The second part
concerning the territory of modern Bulgaria is written by
Krassimira Luka and is a result of field survey conducted in
2009-2011 at the territory of Vidin region.
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Fig. 1. Tabula Peutingeriana and the road Naissus - Ratiaria.
The oldest remains of human settlements in this
area can be traced from the most ancient times
and the Paleolithic settlement in Prekonoška cave
(Калуђеровић, З. 1992), via the Neolithic and
Early Iron Age when strong presence of the Triba
lli and their settlements and forts in this region is
evidenced (Filipović, V. 2007). Inclusion of these
areas into the Roman state system unfolded in the
final period of Augustus’ rule, about the year 15
A.D., when the creation of the province of Moesia
was following Roman legions’ conquest of areas
south of the Sava and Danube Rivers (Мирковић,
М. 1968: 22). In the age of Domitian, 86 A.D.,
Moesia was divided into two provinces - Upper
Moesia (Moesia Superior) and Lower Moesia
(Moesia Inferior). The Timok River valley was
part of Upper Moesia province. In late 3rd century
A.D., after the loss of Dacia, new administrative
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reforms were carried out, and lands around the
Timok became part of the newly-formed province of Dacia Ripensis. This division continued
through the Byzantine times and those of Emperor
Justinian (6th century A.D.) (Petrović, P. 1995: 3536).
The Timachi tribe lived in the Timok River valley in Roman times. This may be concluded
from a fragment of ancient writer Pliny pertaining
to the mid-2nd century A.D.: Pannoniae iungitur
provincia, quae Moesia appellatur... In eo Dardani, Celegeri, Triballi, Timachi, Moesi, Thraces, Pontoque contermini Scythae (In Pannonia’s
neighborhood lies the province called Moesia... In
it live: Dardanians, Celegeri, Triballi, Timachi,
Moesi, Thracians, and, on the Pontus, Scythians)
(Plin., Nat. III: 149). The Timachi are most probably part of formerly powerful Triballi tribe that oc-
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Fig. 2. Roman roads and settlements in Moesia Superior (by V. Petrović).
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cupied the territory between the Morava and Isker
Rivers at the end of the Iron Age. In subsequent
periods, the Dardanians extended to the southern
parts of the Timok River area at today’s Ravna
(Timacum Minus ?) and Knjaževac and a cohort
stationed in Ravna was named after them (cohors
II Aurelia Dardanorum) (Petrović, P. 1995: 31).
To the far northeast of this territory was the land
of Moesi where the city of Ratiaria developed, today’s Archar on the Danube (colonie Moesorum /
Mysorum metalli dardanici). The very mouth of
the Timok was inhabited by the Little Scordisci,
part of the powerful Celtic tribe settled in the area
of today’s Srem, between the Danube and the
Sava, in the 4th century B.C (Petrović , P. 1995:
31-32).
In the Roman times, the Timok River basin was characteristic for its pronounced mining
activities. It was organized in the same way as the
mining districts of the Dardanian mines, metalli
dardanici, or as a fiscal territorium governed by
a praefectus territorii, headquartered in Ravna
(Timacum Minus ?).2 From the epigraphical testimonies we know about a librarius at the seat of
the praefectus (officium), Ulpius Aquilinus, of the
VII Claudia legion, and based on which we may
conclude that VII Claudia dominated the mining
affairs (Petrović, P. 1995: n. 31).
We don’t know for certain which areas
the territorium of Ravna included. Most probably, the southern parts of the Svrljiški, Trgoviški
and White Timok River basins, in the east - the
mountain Balkan (Haemus Mons) and in the north
reaching the Black Timok River valley and the region of today’s mineral rich city of Bor. That the
res metallica was the backbone of the economy of
the whole area is borne out by the circumstance
2. About the roman mining activities in Timok river
basin see: Dušanić, S. 1977: 52-94; Душанић, С. 1980: 7-56;
Dušanić, S. 2003: 247-270.
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that a cohors equitata II Aurelia Dardanorum was
stationed in Ravna, continuously between the 2nd
and 4th century A.D., its aim being to guard the
mines and escort ore-laden caravans. Epigraphical
testimonies also point to the connections between
the ancient population of Ravna with the Kosmaj
and Domavia (Srebrenica) - other mining centers
in Balkans as well as with Aquileia - important
trade center in northern Italy (Petrović, P. 1995:
31-32).
Let us return to the territory of Svrljig valley and the archaeological sites’ data.
Niševac (Timacum Maius?)
The site lies on the left bank of Svrljiški
Timok on the low fluvial terrace. As early as the
mid-19th century some researchers located Timacum Maius here, Kanitz (Каниц, Ф. 1986: 350) and
Dragašević (Dragašević 1877: 54) being in the
forefront of this scientific opinion. Petrović, who
worked several times on the problem of ubication
of both stations of Timacum (Петровић, П. 1968;
1976 a; 1976 b; 1992; 1997; Petrović, P. 1995), allowed the possibility of a Roman Timacum Maius
being also in Niševac, but he also sometimes opposed this fact due to a clear discrepancy in the
cited distances between the stations on the Naissus-Ratiaria road in the Tabula Peutingeriana.
In the course of agricultural work at the
site called Crkvice-Kalnica in Niševac, large
amount of the different-type archaeological finds
constantly came up as well as remains of construction materials such as: bricks, tegulae and
imbrices. The site itself covers a large surface
of at least several hectares expanding westward,
blocked by the Svrljiški Timok in the east. During construction work on the Svrljig-Knjaževac
railroad line, a large brick-built facility was cut
through and damaged, but its remains are still visible. Kostić notes (Костић, М. 1970: 59) that the
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Fig. 3. Remains of Svrljig fort. Photo by V. Petrović.
remains of a Roman thermae were excavated in
Niševac by the Timok in 1956. Unfortunately, no
remains are extant today. Similarly, on the left terrace of the nearby Kalnica River, the left tributary
of the Svrljiški Timok, the local population has
pointed to the remains of a necropolis of skeleton
buried people that may be the necropolis of the
Roman settlement in Niševac. At the site’s southern section, on one of the hill slopes is a strong
spring, walled so as to direct the water flow. As we
know for a fact that there are no medieval or later
age structures here, we can assume albeit with
reserve that this walled spring might served as a
water supply source for the Roman settlement in
Niševac. Judging from a wealth of archaeological
material and numismatic finds, this site can be dated from the 6th century B.C. through the 19th century A.D. The oldest Roman coins are those from
the period of Marcus Antonius and Augustus.3
3. We are very grateful to Slaviša Milivojević, director of the Museum of Svrljig, for his help and the archaeological material he readily made available for scientific research.

The most numerous and best preserved archaeological material is connected with the Roman
period. Noteworthy is also the finding of an Ara
dedicated to Jupiter dating back to the 3rd century
A.D (Petrović, P. 1979: 62; Петровић, П. 1992:
129). In a larger geographical context, the site of
Niševac must be considered as making one whole
with the Svrljig fort and the Banjica site (Fig. 3).4
The archaeological campaign so far exposed two rooms of a Roman structure, which is
unique in many respects. It was furnished with a
hypocaust system for heating the floors and walls
(Fig. 4).
4. Banjica is the southern suburbium of Svrljig fort
where were unearthed numerous finds that can be chronologically connected to the period from the Late Neolithic through
the Bronze and Iron Age, Roman and Byzantine periods
to the end of the Middle Ages. In this area was registered
a strong thermal spring that could have been used for balneological purposes in Roman times. During the Ottoman
rule, Svrljig had changed its name to Svrljig Spa confirming the importance and character of this place. After strong
earthquakes in the 18th century, mineral water ran dry. Look
further: Petrović. V. P. / Filipović, V. 2013 b..
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Fig. 4. Niševac (Timacum Maius). Roman structure with a hypocaust system
for heating the floors and walls. Photo by V. Petrović.

Fig. 5. Niševac (Timacum Maius). The flue twenty-six intermittently perforated
ceramic tubuli conveying the hot air into the under-floor chamber and walls.
Photo by V. Petrović.
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the upper side, but ceramic pipes of the same diameter were fixed onto them to convey the hot air
to the upper wall zones. The pipes were fixed to
the wall with T-shaped iron fasteners. This type of
floor heating ensured a more efficient use of thermal energy and prevented condensation at a great
temperature difference between the inside and the
outside (Bouet, A. 1999: 39-66).

Fig. 6. Ceramic tubus filled with pebbles.
Photo by V. Petrović.

The massive floor tiles laid over the tubuli
showed significant remains of thick and tightly
packed waterproof plaster, apparently spread over
a larger surface. It seems reasonable to assume
that such a powerful plaster coating covered the
bottom of the hot bathing pool in the caldarium,
which might have been overlaid with lavish materials such as marble or possibly decorated with
mosaics. Unfortunately, the uppermost floor layer
of the structure has not survived due to the shallow
stratigraphy of this section of the Roman settlement site. The assumption that this was a caldarium seems to be corroborated by a large amount
of melted lead arranged in a line, possibly leaden
pipes which were misshaped by the fire which destroyed the building.

A total of twenty-six intermittently perforated ceramic tubuli - circular-sectioned pipes
filled with pebbles were found (Fig. 5). The tubuli
flanked the flue conveying the hot air into the under-floor chamber and walls (Fig. 6). The furnace,
praefurnium, was also discovered. The system of
floor and wall heating functioned in the following
way: the ceramic tubuli with perforations which
could be blocked with ceramic stoppers, were
filled with small pebbles which kept and slowly
emitted heat. The hot air entered the tubuli, sealed
with massive bipedal tiles on the upper and lower
sides, through the perforations, flew upwards and
heated the under-floor chamber of the building.
Some tubuli, as a rule those abutting against the
inner side of the outer walls, were not sealed on

The terminus post quem for the erection
of the building is the date on which ceramic tubuli
began to be widely used for the hypocaust systems
in the Roman Empire, which is the period between
A.D. 70 and 80 (Forbes, R. J. 1966: 54). As the
discovered coins suggest the age of Trajan and
Antoninus Pius, the building may have been constructed in the first half of the second century and
in use until the Gothic invasions in the late fourth
century. Given that the Lissus-Naissus-Ratiaria
road was built at the time of the Roman conquest
in the first century (Petrović, V. 2008), it seems
reasonable to assume that the Roman settlement,
with the excavated building, grew immediately
after the Danube limes was consolidated, and at
a period following the construction of the road
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Fig. 7. Map of the archaeological site Niševac (Timacum Maius).
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but in close connection with it. Structures showing similar technological features and the cylindrical tubuli as a distinctive element of hypocaust
systems have been rarely found in the central
Balkans. Analogies occur in the neighbouring
countries, such as the sites of Bansko-Strumica in
FYRO Macedonia (Taseva, S. / Sekulov, V. 2003:
261), Bargala in Bulgaria (Белдедоски, З. 2003:
57), and Varaždinske Toplice in Croatia (Belančić,
B. / Gorenc, M. 1961: 203). The distinctive hypocaust system with which our building was furnished was directly related to its purpose. Namely,
the abovementioned analogies suggest that the
building was a balneum for iatrical purpose within
a settlement, a station on a Roman road. As for its
owner, it might have been an affluent official of
the local imperial administration.
Some 40 metres north of Trench 1 where
are the remains of an obviously luxurious structure fitted with a wall heating system, two trenches
were opened: Trench 2 (10m × 5m) and Trench 3
(8m × 3m) (Fig. 7).
The entire Trench 2 yielded a large quantity of Roman potsherds, fragmented animal bone,
a few important metal finds and coins dating
from the second half of the third and early fourth
centuries. A substantial feature built of coursed
limestone suggesting a shallow water drainage
channel was found in the first and second excavation layers. Its best-preserved portion ran along a
southwest-northeast axis. Perpendicular to it were
the insubstantial remains of a similar but smallersized construction. The larger central “channel”
consisted of two parallel walls about 30 cm thick
each and reached an average depth of about 30-35
cm. A few slab-like stones were in its part nearer
to the perpendicular feature. As its top lay only 1015 cm beneath the ploughed field surface, it understandably was in a poor state of preservation.
In the lowest, third, excavation layer in the central
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part of Trench 2 was a larger surface of tightly and
irregularly packed limestone rubble which was
overlaid by the stone construction registered in the
first and second layers. This stone surface had an
area of 3 m × 2.5 m and was covered all over with
ceramic fragments and broken animal bone. Its
poor state of preservation makes it difficult to say
whether it is a part of a building or, which seems
more likely, of the substructure of an intra-settlement street/road from which water drained off into
the central channel. The discovered system of two
perpendicular drainage channels might suggest a
major, intra-urban, and a minor, intra-settlement,
road that intersected at a right angle and, naturally,
used to be furnished with deeper drainage channels (Chevallier, R. 1997: 124). The larger channel
into which the smaller one discharged ran towards
the Timok, where excessive rainwater, and possibly liquid waste, was obviously discharged.
The third excavation layer at the south
end of Trench 2 yielded a surface 3.5 m × 2 m
with larger lumps of daub, suggesting a dwelling
whose size was impossible to determine because
it extended further into the southeast and southwest trench profiles. Over the entire surface were
found numerous fragments of larger-sized pottery
vessels, apparently of an early Iron Age date. Although this surface and the larger stone surface
in the central part of Trench 2 were on relatively
close levels, apparently the prehistoric and Roman
materials did not mixn (Fig. 8).
Trench 3 (8 m × 3 m) was opened some ten
metres southeast of Trench 2. At a depth of only
10-15 cm from the ground surface were found
two parallel walls of broken stone and occasional
brick bound in lime mortar. The space between the
walls, set 3.5 m apart, was filled with compacted
river pebbles and gravel, and the entire surface had
obviously been levelled. This construction ran towards the Timok along a southwest-northeast axis,
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Fig. 8. Trench 2 - two perpendicular drainage channels. Photo by V. Petrović.

Fig. 9. Trench 3 - major road traversing the settlement. Photo by V. Petrović.
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Fig.10. Roman baths (thermae). Photo by V. Petrović.
and was also registered on the surface of a crop
field in the same direction some 30 m southeast
of Trench 3. It should be noted that it is parallel
with the central drainage channel and the possible
internal road registered in Trench 2. This is probably the top course (summum dorsum) of a major road traversing the settlement (Chevallier, R.
1997: 111). The road was lined with kerb stones,
and was probably paved with locally extracted
gravel and pebbles. The part of the Timok riverbed
towards which the road leads is very shallow and
can be easily crossed even today (Fig. 9).
During the most recent archaeological researches in the 2012th was found a large segment
of the Roman baths (thermae) (Petrović, V. P. /
Filipović, V. 2013 a). Dimensions of the so far explored north-eastern part of the baths are approximately 11 x 9 meters and in consists two basins
and two rooms with hypocaust heating system.
Basins are damaged by heavy machinery, during the recent melioration works on the left bank

Svrljiški Timok, so that for the first basin we don’t
have more details, while the preserved part of the
second registered basin measure 7 x 3 m. Those
two basins were not heated and we can assume
that they were in fact the cold baths (frigidaria).
Within the inner and outer walls of two rooms with
a hypocaust are registered the cylindrical tubuli
built into the wall mass, associated with hypocaust
cavity. The floor was covered with a hydrostatic
mortar of approximately 30 cm, and it completely
collapsed in hypocaust cavity. In hypocaust cavity,
were found collapsed the parts of the ceiling of the
building and the remains of a massive ceramic tubuli of square section. The other findings detected
in these two rooms: ceramics, animal bones, and
metal numismatic findings indicate that in the
second half of the fourth century building lost its
original function of baths, and was probably used
for housing (Fig. 10).
Simultaneously with the research of baths
of Timacum Maius, in cooperation with the Insti-
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tute for Protection of Cultural Monuments of Niš
was done the cleaning of previously unearthed
luxurious Roman villa complex on the territory of
the village Prekonoga. This structure is situated
on the site of one of the strongest sources of water in the valley of Svrljig. The complex was built
at about 3 km east from the Gramada saddle and
Roman road Naissus - Ratiaria on the northern
slopes of Svrljiške Planine mountains. The villa
occupied the area larger than 200 m2 in addition to
smaller private baths, decorated with marble slabs
consisted of a series of rooms arranged around an
atrium. Since the excavation of the complex have
not yet been completed, it is difficult to give precise information about the oldness of the complex
and the purpose of certain facilities in the vicinity
of the rich sources of water.
During the 2011 campaign, in addition to
the archaeological excavations, were carried out
the first geophysical survey on the area of about 1
ha at the site of Niševac, Timacum Maius (Rummel, Ch. et all. 2012: 302). The network which
carried out geophysical recording is set around
the tranches investigated in previous campaigns
of archaeological excavation, to see if there is a
possibility to reconstruct the assumed urban areas
of previously investigated structures on the basis
of geophysical data. On this occasion, we registered entities of larger dimensions to the south and
east of the main tranches at the site, clearly indicating a continuation of archeological objects and
urban structures in the area. Despite the limited
space for recording, findings suggest a number of
magnetic anomalies. The main objects and zones
of archaeological interest that could be identified
in the recording area are large, primarily rectangular positive anomalies, which are common for
pits or burned areas within buildings. Three lines
measured at the eastern part of the site have a series of rectangular anomaly, while in the western
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and central parts of the surveyed area they cannot be associated with unique archaeological objects. They point to the fact that this part of the site
could contain larger objects that follow a common
alignment, as would be expected at the Roman site
of urban nature. Orientation of these anomalies
is practically parallel with all the other positive
anomalies at the site, indicating a degree of unified
planning of the whole area which was recorded by
the magnetometer.
Results indicate geomagnetic recording
traces of a typical Roman urban planning,
the existence of objects, and the disposition
of settlement areas, which allows and greatly
simplifies further archaeological investigations of
the site.
Svrljig fort site
The ancient Svrljig fort is situated on the
Svrljiški Timok left bank, on a high point where the
Belica brook flows into the Svrljiški Timok (Fig.
3). The approach to the fort is only possible from
the northwestern side using a narrow path that leads
to the artificially enlarged crack in a rock, from
where the fort plateau is accessible. To the east are
a 100-meter deep bluff and a rock called Oblik,
both an abundant source of archaeological finds,
as well as Roman bricks (Filipović, V. 2007). The
larger portion of the Svrljig Museum collection
comes from the fort and the area at the foot of the
hill. The archaeological and numismatic material
suggests lengthy and uninterrupted habitation
of this area from the 8th century B.C. to the 19th
century A.D. The votive plaque dedicated to Hera
Sonketene from the 1st century A.D. (Петровић,
П. 1992: 132; Petrović, P. 1995: 101; Petrović, V.
P. / Filipović, V. 2013 a: 35-50) also originates
from the fort. The votive plaque dedicated to
Hera Sonketene indicate the relations with the
area of Roman Pautalia (Denteletica) in western
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Bulgaria from where two other dedications to the
same deity originates. (Иванов, М. 2004: 83-86,
SEG 54, 639; IGBulg IV 2142). Both areas of
Svrljig and Pautalia are well known by its thermal
water sources and balneological character. The
most vulnerable archaeological site and the most
famous in scientific literature is the Svrljiggrad fortress. Felix Kanitz and Jovan Mišković
accurately describe the remains of the fort 125
years ago, saying that the round tower, with 4
floors and doors, was preserved 10 m in height,
while the rectangular tower was better preserved,
with a height of about 12 m. Experts from the
Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments in
Niš visited the area about 25 years ago and then
concluded a satisfactory degree of conservation of
the architecture. During the 1999 there were a large
explosion that seriously damaged two towers. The
round tower then collapsed to a height of about
3 m, while the rectangular is brought beyond
recognition and its height does not exceed 2 m.
Architectural structures in the suburbs are targeted
by local treasure hunters. At the fort Kulište in the
village of Manojlica, defensive rampart is cut with
a hole about 2 m wide and 2.5 m deep. Below the
fort, at the plateau next to the Manojlička River,
the half meter wide hole is recently dug, with the
depth of more than 3 m and length of about 6 m.
At the site Gradac next to the village of Grbavče
only 25 years ago were registered the remains of
fortifications with walls about 1.5 m wide, several
towers and small suburb. Today, this site on the
small mount is completely bare, and on its milder
slopes local treasure hunters continue to chase for
treasures and to destroy the foundations of this
fortress.
Holy places - churches, church grounds,
hermitage-caves, mosques and stone crosses with
votive trees, have also been targeted more recently
by teams searching for buried treasure. The most
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endangered are abandoned church grounds, but
in the last couple of years the holes were dug in
the church yards, especially where there is no
permanent priest. The most vulnerable sanctities
and in the mean time the oldest churches in the
area of Svrljig are four churches under the fortress
of Svrljig-grad at the place called Banjica. Only
one of those four churches is less destructed
due to the fact that it is next to an asphalt road
and traffic. However, around this church about
15 graves were desecrated, the grave stones are
misplaced and all around is visible a large number
of holes. Christian churches in the lower terrain
were damaged to a greater extent. In the middle
of the northern wall of the one large church we
noticed a big hole about 2 m large and 3 m deep.
Along its northern wall it exists an excavated
zone more than 3 m wide, dug to the bottom of
the wall foundation. The St. Stephen church with
the late antique barrel-vaulted brick grave is the
most destructed of all the holy places. Place of
compound of the north wall of the narthex and the
church is completely cut through with a 2 m wide
hole and more than 10 m3 of construction and
demolition material was removed. Barrel-vaulted
brick tomb with niches in the walls is completely
destroyed. The fourth church, non-registered so far
in the literature, also suffered substantial damage.
There are two large holes measuring 4 x 3 m and 3
x 2 m and about 2 m deep, next to which are large
grave stone plaques. In the suburb of the Svrljiggrad fortress at the slope in the direction of the
village Varoš are the remains of the mosque from
the Ottoman period also significantly destroyed by
hunters for treasure. In the village of Manojlica,
not far from the Svrljig-grad fortress is a small, not
too long ago renovated church of St. Constantine
and Helen, with an old school next to the sanctity
(Petrović, V. / Filipović, V. 2013 b: 49-53).
The fort was obviously connected with
Roman settlement in Niševac by the ancient road.
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Fig. 11. Remains of the Roman road Naissus-Ratiaria near the village of
Niševac. Photo by V. Petrović.
The Newly Discovered Section of the
Roman Road Naissus-Ratiaria: Niševac Site Svrljig Fort

of an old bridge in the place called Banjica at the
foot of the Svrljig fort, from where the trail of the
Roman road can no longer be followed.

During the archaeological prospection
of the terrain in 2006, the remains of an ancient
road occasionally cut into the slope between the
villages Niševac and Varoš in the Svrljiški Timok

Four churches5 as mentioned above are,
to be found in the area of Banjica. One of them,
dedicated to St. Stephan can with great degree
of certainty be placed in the period of the late

River gorge were discovered (Petrović, V. P. /

antiquity (Бошковић, Ђ. 1951: 221-244). From
Banjica originates also the honorary inscription
dedicated to one of the emperors at the beginning

Filipović, V. 2008: 29). The road is positioned
on the righter side of the river, and its trail can be
traced a further 1500 meters or so. Considering
the natural and geological configuration of the
terrain, the road could not have been built using
construction elements customary to Roman
roads. Its base course was shaped by the stone
surface, while on some narrow places the road
was broadened to the standard width of 2 meters,
characteristic for the region. At the entrance of the
gorge are visible some reinforcements made of
symmetrically placed stone slabs covered with the
crushed rock and earth. This road section ended
by the Svrljiški Timok where there are the remains
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of 3rd century A.D. (Петровић, П. 1992: 129-

130; Petrović, P. 1995: 100).
A small barrow located on an enlargement
in the gorge, most probably from prehistoric time,
testifies to the road’s antiquity. It is probable that
this road was used even in prehistoric times,
and enlarged and reinforced when the Romans
conquered this area bringing it to conform to the
5. The fourth church was discovered during the
2007 archaeological terrain prospections. The church is closest to Timok and judging from the numismatic finds at the
necropolis by the church it can be so far dated to the 12th
century A.D.
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Roman land communications building standards.
Also, it remains uncertain whether this Roman
road is indeed what remains of the “hard Roman
road” Kanitz cited as having discovered in the
notes of sergeant-major Pokorny (Каниц, Ф.

1986: 350). A modern road in this region was
constructed 50 years ago, but on the left bank of
the Svrljiški Timok River and without any relation
with the Roman road (Fig. 11).
Plužina site
The site is situated in the south of the
modern-day village on a small elevation about
1.5 km west of the ancient settlement in Niševac.
Today, we can see at the site larger cut stone blocks
and smaller and rectangular broken pieces of
stone. On the site and the surrounding fields are to
be found many fragments of Roman and medieval
ceramics. A limestone milestone dedicated
to Emperors Trebonianus Gallus and Afinius
Veldumnianus, dating between 251 and 253 A.D.
(Petrović, P. 1979: 127; Петровић, П. 1992:

130-131.), was found in the vicinity of Plužina in
1934. This milestone was in situ, at the NaissusTimacum Maius section of the Roman NaissusRatiaria road, and as such is a precise ubication of
the mentioned Roman communication trail.
As we already mentioned, a number of
scientific studies dwelled on ubication of Timacum
Maius and Timacum Minus and the possible
trail of the Roman Naissus-Ratiaria road over a
period exceeding 150 years. Unfortunately, so far
we don’t have the right answer for the position
of Timacum Maius, and for the precise trail of
the Roman road. As one of the chief problems,
Petrović mentions that the total distance between
Naissus and Timacum Minus is about 55 km
(37 Roman miles) by the data from the Tabula
Peutingeriana. This is not enough to reach Ravna
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(Timacum Minus ?) from Naissus (Петровић, П.

1992: 123). It can be assumed that Kanitz misled
subsequent researchers because he thought that
the trail of the Roman road from Niševac (what
he thought to be Timacum Maius) to the village of
Baranica (what he thought to be Timacum Minus)
was traced through late-antiquity and Byzantine
fortress of Miljkovac, and further on through
Tresibaba Mountain and the village of Crvenja.6
This trail of the Roman road through today
Baranica, Trgovište, Knjaževac and further on to
Ravna (Timacum Minus ?) is more than 10 km
longer then we read from Tabula Peutingeriana.
Also, from the Svrljig fort through the villages of
Varoš and Palilula it is almost impossible to reach
the village of Miljkovac considering the almost
vertical scarps of the Timok right bank. From a
mere glance at the 1894 J.7. Knjaževac army map,
we can assume there was no the road in this area
at the time Kanitz visited this region, and that he,
apparently, produced an artificial tracing. On the
other hand, if we approve the thesis of Mirković
about the trail of the Roman road by way of the
villages of Miljkovac and Rgošte to Knjaževac
and Ravna (Timacum Minus ?) (Мирковић, М.

1968: 90), the Roman road will be extended
more than 5 km, as compared to the data from
the Tabula Peutingeriana. This conclusion was
supported by Jovanović, who based it on the 4th
century B.C. (Јовановић, С. 1997: 47) findings
and suggested that Timacum Maius was located in
today’s Knjaževac. On this occasion, Jovanović
offers an incorrect fact that there is 14 km from
Knjaževac to Ravna so as to fit in these locations
with the data from Tabula Peutingeriana. From the
confluence of the Svrljiški Timok and Trgoviški
6. Kanitz, F. 1892: 102. It is worth to mention that
from the fort of Miljkovac so far we don’t have any archaeological or numismatical material, and Kanitz’s data was automatically cited by many later investigators without any
verification.
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Timok in modern-day Knjaževac to the Roman
castrum in Ravna (Timacum Minus ?) there is
no more than 8 km. Further ambiguities to this
problem were added by the work of S. Petrović
who, strictly adhering to distances indicated in the
Tabula Peutingeriana (Петровић, С. 2006: 25),
points out that the ancient fortress and settlement
in Ravna can’t be Timacum Minus. Considering
the investigations carried out so far, it is obvious
that at least the first part of the section to Niševac
was traced in a proper way (Петровић, П. 1976

b: 43; Јовановић, С. 1997: 42). Thus, the road
from Naissus went through the villages Malča
and Vrelo in the vicinity the Gramada saddle,
and from there down to modern-day Svrljig and
further on to Niševac and the Svrljig fort. As will
be seen later, it appears that this suggested trail
of the Roman road slightly deviates from the
original direction, primarily with a view to the
milestone from Plužina (Петровић, П. 1976 b;

Петровић, П. 1992) that in this way would have
been 2 km away from the Roman road.
Another fact needs to be singled out at this
point that added to the confusion and apparently
further complicated the already rather sensitive
question of ubication of both Timacums and the
Roman Naissus-Ratiaria road. From the early
considerations of these topics, all ancient, even only
the Byzantine sites, mainly forts, enjoyed equal
treatment in the effort to resolve these problems.
In consequence, it so happened that Timacum
Maius was placed at modern-day Knjaževac or
Baranica, although neither can be dated before the
4th century A.D. (Јовановић, С. 1997: 44, 48).
On the basis of research conducted thus far of the
stations in the central Balkans from the Tabula
Peutingeriana, it is clear that the majority of those
settlements dates back to the end of 1st century
A.D., or as is more seldom the case, the beginning
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of 2nd century A.D. That was the case first of all
with Timacum Minus, but also with neighboring
Remesiana, Hammeum, Ad Fines, Vindenae, on
the other itinerary roads in similar geographical
and historical circumstances. As we know, Roman
roads in Moesia were traced, primarily for army
use (Петровић, В. П. 2007), shortly after the
Roman conquest of these territories, and most
probably at the beginning of the 1st century A.D.
during the rule of Augustus, and at the time of
Hadrian’s rule at the latest. This timeframe is
supported by Ptolemy’s records in which he points
out that at least one Timacum existed at the time
of Trajan (Петровић, П. 1997: 118). It is also
clear that all the above mentioned settlements
were situated in river valleys, and not on high
points, and that some of them were fortified much
later. It is obvious that the vicinity of the rivers
and fertile ground, and not safety of elevated
ground, played a key role in the development of
newly-formed settlements. Proceeding from this
idea and applying the facts on the trail of the road
between Naissus and Ravna (Timacum Minus ?),
it becomes clear that as regards both parameters
(settlements in the river valleys and lowland, and
dating back to the 1st and 2nd century A.D.) all
the sites examined so far in scientific literature
can be scrapped from further consideration. The
last and only remaining settlement is the one in
Niševac with the Svrljig fort inherited from the
previous periods, and the big settlement and
castrum of Ravna, both by the river and both from
the 1st century A.D. Another absurdity is that it
denies common sense to build two stations at the
distance of less than 10 km, by the White Timok,
and to allow wayfarers to travel about 45 km in
a single go over difficult and inhospitable terrain,
implying that the distance could not have been
covered during daylight hours as we read from
Tabula Peutingeriana. The Svrljiški Timok River
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Fig. 12. Ravna - Timacum Minus. Photo by P. Petrović.
valley was the only way to reach the wide plane
of the White Timok River basin that offered every
possibility to build a larger settlement. The very
site of Niševac, the traces of the Roman road and
the Svrljig fort, are slightly indicative of the further
direction of the Roman road. Had the road taken to
the slopes of Mt. Tupižnica, the Roman settlement
would have been positioned on the strategic point
of modern-day Svrljig, affording easy access to
the mountain by way of the mild slopes. So far,
no traces have been discovered of any earlier
settlement on the site of modern-day Svrljig. The
final judgment of this problem and the proposal of
locating of Timacum stations will be elaborated in
the final remarks about the path of the Serbian part
of the Roman Road Naissus-Ratiaria.
Ravna (Timacum Minus?) (TIR, K-34,

Most authors believe that it can be identified with
today Ravna where besides the fort, was a really
important Roman settlement. The compiler of
Peutinger map certainly would not have omitted
to mark this place as the Roman road curved to
the east not far away from here and leaved the
Timok valley. In any case, Timacum Minus, whose
name may be derived from the hydronym, cannot
be traced much further to the north from today’s
Ravna (Fig. 12).
Timacum Minus, one of the oldest military
camps in Upper Moesia, is also known as an
administrative, economic, cultural and religious
center. The main activity of the inhabitants
apparently was related to mining. It is the seat
of the prefect of the territory that was inhabited
by members of the legion VII Claudia, whose
competence, however, did not apply only to the

Naissus: 125; Petrović P. 1995: 37-50.) -

military, but also included the management of the

according to Peutinger map Timacum Minus
station is located 37 miles (55 km) from Naissus.

mines. Fiscal territory Timacum Minus occupied
the southernmost wide imperial domains, which
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included almost the entire valley and Timok
whose economic basis was res metallica. These
areas probably represented a segment of metalli
Dardanici, the mining area of uppermoesian
Dardania (Dušanić S. 1977: 75 sq.; Душанић

С. 1980: 32 sq.; Dušanić S. 1990).
The site of Ravna lies on the left bank of
the White Timok, some ten kilometers north of
Knjaževac in the direction of Zaječar. It is located
on a raised flat plateau, west side leaning on mild
slopes of Tupižnica (Slog Podina) and is well
protected from flooding.
The first fortress in Timacum Minus was
built already at the mid first century A.D., to
accommodate the first cohort of Thracians from
Syria (Cohors I Thracum Syriaca). From the
epigraphic sources we know for the commander
of this cohort, tribune Vecilius Modestus, under
whose command the cohort was transferred from
Syria to Timok area. The names of some soldiers
and veterans who, upon completion of military
service, settled in the surroundings of the military
camp are also confirmed. For the short time,
cohort of Thracians shared the camp with the
first cohort Montanians (Cohors I Montanorum),
which commander is attested in one, probably
honorary inscription from Ravna. Already at the
end of the first century both units were transferred
to the Danube, where they soon took part in the
battles to conquer Dacia rich of ores.
At the middle of the second century,
more precisely around 169 A.D., because of
the danger of Marcomans in Timacum Minus is
formed II cohort of Dardanians (Cohors II Aurelia
Dardanorum, equitata, milliaria). It is made up of
recruits from the ranks of indigenous and remained
there throughout antiquity. It consisted of 1000
soldiers (milliaria), of which one-third was the
cavalry (equitata). In addition to maintaining
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peace and order its jurisdiction included an escort
for convoys with ores.
The oldest military camp in Timacum
Minus, related to the cohorts I Thracum Syriaca
and I Montanorum, was built at the end of the first
century from the earth, with wooden staves and
external obstacles, as it was usual at that time. Its
remains (holes, poles, walkways) are encountered
in the northern part of the fort in a plane under the
stone walls of younger fortifications (Petrović P.

1995: 40).
Upon placing a permanent military
garrison, comprising a cohort II Dardanorum, was
built the first stone fortress, which measures 170 x
78 m. Its walls, one meter thick, built of boulders,
rubble and dressed stone at some parts are preserved
more than 2 m above the present ground level. At
the corners and along the walls were built at the
same time internal or offensive towers. The west
gate that was investigated is flanked by two towers
with a square base. A similar gate was probably
located on the eastern side of the fortress, which
has not been researched, and on the north side
was a simple hole in the rampart, 2 meters wide.
Towards the end of the third century fort has
undergone significant modifications and was
strongly reinforced, apparently because of some
sudden danger. The interior towers were then
rebuilt in a characteristic way: outside of the the
line of ramparts were placed the reinforcements,
built of massive blocks of sandstone and slabs of
white limestone or marble, in fact the tombstones
and altars collected in nearby temples and
cemeteries. On the outside of the walls was dug
(or maybe just rebuilt) deep trench that surrounds
the castle from all sides (Petrović P. 1995: 40-

41).
The fortification has experienced thorough
overhaul in the latter phase that, for now, cannot
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Fig. 13. South gate of the castrum in Timacum Minus. Photo by P. Petrović.

be more precisely determined in the chronological
sense: at the end of the fourth century or later (?).
Along the fort, on the outside, was built another
wall, whose upper parts form a whole with the
older rampart. The total width of the pairwise
walls is 3 m. The gates on the eastern and possibly
on the western side were closed by massive towers
protruding through the trench deep in the field.
West tower, which is researched, had a narrow
passage. In the last phase of reconstruction, were
built new and more powerful towers over the older
ones and for this reason remained preserved so
many monuments in Ravna. They stayed at the
core of the walls, invisible from the outside, and
were discovered only by the basic demolition of
walls (Petrović P. 1995: 41-42).
Within the fort were investigated several
structures for different purposes. By the main
street with a porch, which linked east and west gate
is the granary. Headquarter building (principia) is

located east of the granary, and there was located
the military administration, temple of the military
insignia and treasury. By the inner wall of the inner
north-eastern tower leaned a circular object (6 m
diameter), which foundation is built of stone, and
in the upper parts quality bricks of unusual size
are used. In the building, the floor is made of large
rubble and pebbles without binding material. In
the center is an opening width of 2 m, depth 1.6 m,
which has a similar floor at the bottom like in the
other part of structure. The function of this deep
funded object is not clear and because the porosity
of floor it is not possible that it was a water tank,
what could be expected at its location. On the
other hand, since it lies close to smelting furnaces
(ascertained by the northern wall of the fortress),
we can presume that it served like a device for
separation and wash of enriched ore. As researches
in this sector have not yet been completed, for
a definitive judgment about the purpose of this
facility we have not enough arguments.
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Fig. 14. Lapidarium in Ravna - Timacum Minus. Photo by P. Petrović.

and northern sides (Fig. 13). About the particular

stone fortress. In the fourth century they were
thoroughly remodeled, on the same foundations
(on the north side) or by adaptation (on the south
side), as it is evidenced by the offprints of older

buildings in the settlement we learn from the

walls (Petrović P. 1995: 42-43).

The civilian settlement (vicus) flourished
in the vicinity of the fort along the roads that
went out of the town, especially on its southern

inscriptions and from the other archaeological
researches like for the preserved and presented
baths (thermae). Some objects like residential
buildings were investigated and re-buried (Fig.
14).
On the banks of the Beli Timok River
about hundred meters northeast of the corner of
the fortress we discovered a small baths. It is an
object of widespread plan, built of rubble and
pebbles in mortar. The entrance to the baths was
on the east side, closer to the river; here one
entered to the tepid room, 4 x 3.5 m, and then right
into two more heated rooms with one furnace on
the east and west sides or left in the cold bath,
with a small pool. Baths were built in the second
century, probably at the same time with the first
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Conclusion
From all the facts stated above, it is almost
inevitable that the settlement in Niševac should
be the Roman Timacum Maius, and the other in
Ravna - Timacum Minus, even though it is not
possible to resolve the issue of the Roman road
trail and its distances as derived from the Tabula
Peutingeriana. At this point, we need to return to
the attempt to ubicate the trail of the Roman road,
but this time with a comprehensive overview of
the topography and two carelessly forgotten and
neglected pieces of information about ancient
communications on the territory of the Svrljig
valley. The first section of the Roman road went
from Naissus through the modern-day villages of
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Malča and Vrelo to the Gramada saddle, as earlier
established. From Gramada, the road doesn’t
go by the Pravačka River as suggested earlier,
but continues to the northwest and, sidestepping
Lipnica, reaches a plateau moving further in
the direction of the Plužina village, where the
mentioned milestone of the Trebonianus Gallus
and Afinius Veldumnianus (Petrović, P. 1979:

127; Петровић, П. 1992: 130-131) was
discovered. The road went down from Plužina to
today’s Niševac where there had to be a crossing
on the right bank of Timok that takes the road to
the gorge, and where traces were found of the
ancient Roman road. Mention of the toponym of
Kaldrma (old cobblestone road) between Plužina
and Niševac is instructive. The road crossed the
Timok to the left bank again at the foot of the
Svrljig fort at a place where now can only be seen
the remains of stone columns of an old (probably
Turkish) bridge, wherefrom it climbed up to the
plateau leading up to the Svrljig fort. On thus set
trail the road from Naissus to Timacum Maius
would be approximately 24-26 km long.
A forgotten piece of information of D.
Jovanović (Jovanović 1889: 1-53), but also one
sentence of J. Mišković (Mišković 1889: 45-49),
clearly indicates that around the Svrljig fort were
the remains of old cobblestone roads. According
to D. Jovanović, “between the Svrljig fort and the
ruins of a small fort in the village Podvis we can
see even today traces of an old road that connected
Knjaževac and Niš by way of Niševac and
Gramada”. The ancient road went from Svrljig
to the village of Palilula, where some of its traces
(Filipović, V. 2007) may be found and by the
plateau above left bank of the Svrljiški Timok to
Podvis, as indicated by D. Jovanović (Jovanović

1889: 1-53). It is important to say that Kanitz
passed by this way from Knjaževac, that is from
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Podvis to the Svrljig fort. The distance between
those two points is about 10 km. From Podvis to
Ravna (Timacum Minus ?) it was possible to use
the road that leads to the west of the confluence
of the Svrljiški Timok and Trgoviški Timok. This
distance would be around 15 km. When all the
distances between Niš and Ravna are counted, and
some 5 km between Niševac and the Svrljig fort
added, the sum total is a distance of about 55 km
(+/- 2 km), which is approximately the same as the
distance set out by the Tabula Peutingeriana for
the distance between Naissus and Timacum Minus.
Not far from Timacum Minus the Roman road
crossed to the right bank of White Timok River
and continued to the Kadi Bogaz saddle on the
Balkan mountain in the direction of Conbustica
and Ratiaria.
Based on everything we noted about the
distances between the stations from the Tabula
Peutingeriana, it is important to point out that
even if our suggestion confirms the total amount
of Roman miles from Roman itinerary, it doesn’t
mean that we must accept in all cases this solution
to the problem. The Tabula Peutingeriana, as
a source for the Roman road system, frequently
carries mistakes, both in miliation and toponymy,
so we must draw on it with reserve. Ubication
of Timacum Maius and Timacum Minus, as we
suggested, would lead to some corrections in the
distances between Naissus and Timacum Maius as
well as from Timacum Maius and Timacum Minus,
as noted by Dragašević and accepted with reserve
by Petrović. It is a case of moving a tenner from
the section between Naissus and Timacum Maius
to the section Timacum Maius-Timacum Minus.
Data from the Tabula Peutingeriana in this context
would be as it follows: Naisso XVII Timaco
Maiori XX Timaco Minori XXVII Conbustica
XXVII Ratiaria. In this way, data from the Tabula
Peutingeriana would have coincided with the
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conditions in the field and Timacum Maius would
have been 17 Roman miles (25 km) from Naissus,
and the distance between Timacum Maius and
Timacum Minus would have been 20 Roman miles
(30 km). After that, the Timacum Maius station is
to be found in the area of Niševac and the Svrljig
fort, while the large and thoroughly explored
Roman settlement and fort in Ravna would in
fact be Timacum Minus. It is interesting and
noteworthy in the closing assessment to consider
a thesis of S. Petrović that we find acceptable:
that the name Timacum Maius instead meaning
Big Timacum, be interpreted as Upper Timacum,
because it was positioned on elevated ground, and
conversely Timacum Minus should be considered
as Lower Timacum. In this way, we can resolve
another scientific dilemma based on onomastics,
that Timacum Maius would be the larger settlement
compared with Timacum Minus. Timacum Maius
can be also considered the older settlement than
Timacum Minus, if the adjectives maius and minus
are interpreted more freely.
In the very end, we would like to express
our hope that future archaeological research in
this area would produce an improved picture
and stronger verification of the facts we have
presented.
***
The road segment falling within the
territory of modern Bulgaria has not been studied
until now. As early as 1890, Vatslav Dobruski
suggests the existence of an ancient route that
passed through the Archaritsa River valley and
notes a legend talking about a completely erased
cobblestone (Добруски, В. 1890: 33). The only
information about the road layout is the statement
that its sub-base is shaped by ploughing between
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the villages of Valchek and Vartop (Атанасова,
Й. 1980: 67).
Mapping of the archaeological finds coming
from the district shows a clear concentration along
the Archaritsa River basin. (Fig. 15). Occasional
finds of bronze, plastic art are known from the
villages of Darzhanitsa, Vartop and Kladorub.
(Атанасова-Георгиева, Й. / Митова-Джонова,
Д. 1985: 54-56, 67, 77-78, 104). The existence
of large antique settlements is outlined by the
findings of epitaphs near the villages of Makresh,
Kladorub and Rabisha. (Добруски, В. 1890: 34;
Миков, В. 1928/29: 332; Димитров, Д. П. 1942:
31-34, 97, 109, обр. 19-24. 64, №№ 32, 34, 36,
37, 72; Геров, Б. 1952/53: №№ 20, 234-236, 238239, 244; Атанасова, Й. 1980: 67; АтанасоваГеоргиева, Й. / Митова-Джонова, Д. 1985: 40,
42-44). Sanctuary centres are localized on the
basis of found votive inscriptions at the villages
of Makresh, Kladorub and Gorna Bela. (Дякович,
Б. 1904: 33-34; Велков, И. 1925: 210-211, №№
1-4; Тодоров, Я. 1928: 22, 210, №№ 421-424; Геров, Б. 1952/53: №№ 20, 231-232, 237, 240-243).
These data, clearly demonstrate the existence of a
dense network of settlements along the Archaritsa
River basin in Antiquity. That is why field surveys
were carried out between 2009 and 2011. During
the investigations, eleven ancient sites were
identified and registered and were defined their
chronology and interpretation.
Hoards of Roman Republican coins from
2nd-1st century B.C. have been found near the
villages of Kladorub and Rabisha. They are the
earliest evidence related with the Roman presence
in the region. (Герасимов, Т. 1964: 242; Paunov,
E. / Prokopov, I. 2002; 38-39, № 55; 54-55, №
84). A hoard of Roman Republican and Imperial
coins has been found at the village of Makresh
(Атанасова, Й. 1980: 80, бел. 8; Paunov, E. /
Prokopov, I. 2002: 55-56, № 87). Sites that may be
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Fig. 15. The segment of the road Conbustica – Ratiaria with its surroundings and registered sites from
the Roman and Late Roman period.
1. Granichak, locality “Anishte”; 2. Conbustica, Kladorub; 3. Rabisha; 4. Dimovo, locality “Gradishteto”; 5.
Makresh; 6. Makresh, locality “Garata” (railway station); 7. Vartop; 8. Vladichentsi, locality “Pileshtarnika”; 9.
Mali Drenovets, locality “Mikovski dol”; 10. Shipot, locality “Tarneto”; 11. Vodnyantsi; 12. Gorna Bela, locality
“Vreloto”; 13. Granitovo, locality “Gradishteto”; 14. Granitovo; 15. Staropatitsa; 16. Castra Martis, Kula; 17.
Chichil; 18. Gramada; 19. Sinagovtsi; 20. Zheglitsa; 21. Botevo; 22. Darzhanitsa; 23. Lagoshevtsi; 24. Colonia
Ulpia Traiana Ratiaria, Archar; 25. Dobri dol; 26. Drenovets; 27. Belo pole; 28. Ruzhintsi; 29. Gara Oreshets; 30.
Belogradchik; 31. Krachimir; 32. Smirnenski; 33. Pleshivets, locality “Kosar”; 34. Belotintsi; 35. Smolyanovtsi;
36. Kamenna Riksa; 37. Belimel; 38. Dolni Lom; 39. Chuprene.
Legend:
quarry;

- votive inscription;
- coin find;

- epitaph;

- stamped brick;

- open air settlement;

- villa;

- plain fort;

- height fort;

-

- accidental find.
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Fig. 16. Recorded sites of the Iron Age.
1. Makresh; 2. Rabisha Lake; 3. Mali Drenovets, locality “Mikovski dol”; 4. Shipot, locality “Tarneto ”;
5. Grona Bela, locality “Vrelto”; 6. Vodnyantsi.
assigned to the pre-Roman period were localized
near the village of Rabisha (Fig. 18) and the
village of Makresh (Fig. 23/4). The sites situated
around the villages of Mali Drenovets (Fig. 25/2),
Shipot (Fig. 29), Vodnyantsi (Fig. 30) and Gorna
Bela (Fig. 32/1) could be related to the same
period according to the discovered potsherds on
their surfaces. Complete absence of studies on the
period immediately before the Roman conquest,
not only along the Archaritsa River valley, but
throughout the region of Vidin does not allow a
precise definition of these sites. At this stage of
research, they could be dated to the Iron Age by
the found ceramic material. Without additional
archaeological excavations, their chronological
position cannot be defined more precisely.
All settlements (Fig. 16), except for that by
the village of Shipot are situated on the plains near
watercourses: Vidbul River (a settlement near the
village of Makresh), Skomlya River (the village
of Vodnyantsi), the Vreloto Spring (the village of
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Gorna Bela), and the Rabisha Lake. They cover
a vast area, reaching 200 hectares, for example,
the settlements around the villages of Makresh
and Vodnyantsi. On their surfaces were identified
traces of thick clay-plasters, placed evenly over
the entire area. Stone concentrations, that probably
marking the places of dwelling structures are
observed at the settlement situated on the Rabisha
Lake shores. Use of stone slabs larger than 1.0 m
was registered on the site in the Tarneto locality
near the village of Shipot.
The lack of barrows along the Archaritsa
River valley is a typical feature of the pre-Roman
period. Only one such monument of small
dimensions, located to the west from the settlement
near the village of Makresh (Fig. 23/3) was
recorded throughout the region. Broken cremation
burials by local treasure hunters were found near
the village of Vodnyantsi. It is evidence of a flat
necropolis and gives information about a funeral
rite different from burial under a tumulus.
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Discovered potsherds during field surveys
in 2009-2011 and some finds (most of them
submitted by local population) allow a preliminary
chronological differentiation of the recorded
sites.7 However, it is necessary to emphasize that
the ceramic material collected from the surfaces
of the sites should be referred to the last period
of habitation of the settlements, which does not
exclude the possibility of their earlier existence.
Some of the sites, however, are under the illegal
treasure hunters` intensive interventions and the
holes have reached earlier layers. Such settlements
are these near the village of Mali Drenovets,
Mikovski Dol locality, Vladichentsi, Pileshtarnika
locality, Shipot, Tarneto locality, town of Dimovo,
Gradishteto locality, and the village of Granitovo,
Gradishteto locality.
On Bulgarian territory, the first
archaeological site dated in the late Roman
period and situated immediately to the north
of the Kadaboaz Pass (Belogradchik Pass) is a
complex in the Anishte locality, by the village of
Granichak (Fig. 17; Fig. 15/1). The site located
of about 30 km away from Timacum Minus and
10-11 km from Conbustica is interpreted in the
archaeological literature as wayside station on
the old itinerary road Naissus-Ratiaria. Both
settlements (Timacum Minus and Conbustica)
are mentioned in a Roman itinerary Tabula
Peutingeriana with the total distance between
them of 27 Roman miles (or 40 kilometres).
Unfortunately, the layout of the Roman road in
this area remains unknown to date. Salashka River,
which connects the sites in the locality of Anishte
and those by the village of Kladorub (Conbustica),
passes through rugged mountain heights and at the
moment it cannot be said definitely if the ancient
7. Presented below preliminary chronological interpretation is based on the processing of the pottery material
and the found items from the villages located along the Archaritsa River basin. See: Лука, К. in print.
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Fig. 17. Granichak, locality “Anishte”
road followed its stream. It is conceivable that the
road was passing through the area of the modern
village of Rabisha, where the terrain configuration
forms a closed, very convenient for habitation
valley in the center that flows Archaritsa River.
The valley ends at the antique fortress by the
village of Kladorub (Conbustica).

Village of Rabisha, Rabisha Lake
(Fig. 18; Fig. 15/3) (Лука, К. 2010 а: 629).
The settlement is situated on the
Rabisha Lake east shore. The remains
are revealed along over 500 m. Because
the lake was artificially enlarged by the
construction of a dam, the settlement set on
its shore was flooded by the water in modern
time. Concentration of stone structures and
extremely large amounts of pottery fragments
are revealed when water level decreases. The
most part of the ceramic vessels are dated to
the Iron Age. The antiquity potsherds could
be dating in the 4th and the first half of the 5th
century A.D.
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Village of Kladorub, Gradishteto
locality – Conbustica (Combustica) (Fig. 19;
Fig. 15/2).

Fig. 18. Rabisha Lake.

The study of the ancient site by the
village of Kladorub started in 2008,8 although
as early as the 18th century it was known in the
archaeological literature and is unanimously
identified as the road-station Conbustica,
located 27 miles away from the last Roman
settlement on the road - Ratiaria. (TP VII 5;
Добруски, В. 1890: 33; Бешевлиев, В. 1955:
289; Геров, Б. 1950-1952: 23, 79). Before
the beginning of the excavations the site was
known by chance bronze plastic finds (Атанасова-Георгиева, Й. / Митова-Джонова, Д.
1985: 104), coins (Герасимов, Т. 1964: 242),
and a brick stamp - FABISABINI (Морфова,
Зл. 1963: 29; Ракева-Морфова, Зл. 1970: 3436).
Vatslav Dobruski suggests the
presence of a stone quarry in the same region
on the ridge of the Magura Hill as early
as the 19th century. According to him, the
known inscriptions from the area are made
of material extracted from this quarry (Добруски, В. 1890: 34). It should be noted,
however, that the epigraphic monuments,
mentioned by Dobruski and those from the
villages of Rabisha and Kladorub, are dated
to the 2nd and 3rd century A.D.9 Cultural layers
are not registered from this period on the site
Conbustica in the archaeological excavations
carried out so far. (Лука, К. 2009; 2010 b;

Fig. 19. Conbustica, Kladorub.
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8. Summary of recent studies and a brief description of this site see in the paper by K. Luka in this volume
(p. 284-288).
9. Tombstones are known from the villages of
Rabisha (Миков, В. 1928/29: 333) and Kladorub (Геров, Б.
1952/53: №№ 237-238). Four votive inscription originated
from the vicinity of village of Kladorub (Геров, Б. 1952/53:
№№ 20, 239; Лука, К. 2010 b: 329), two of them are dated in
AD 198-209 and AD 213. (Геров, Б. 1952/53: №№ 20, 239).
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2011 b). The pottery fragments lifted from
the Rabisha Lake shores also cannot be dated
earlier than the beginning of the 4th century
A.D. Probably, the traces of habitation during
the 2nd and 3rd century A.D., to which refer the
famous inscriptions, have to be sought in the
unexplored parts of the site near the village
of Kladorub, as well as in the evidence from
Vatslav Dobruski about the existence of “an
old cemetery with many white stones“ on
the right side of the route between the two
villages. (Добруски, В. 1890: 34).
Village of Dimovo, Gradishteto locality
(Fig. 20/1; Fig. 15/4) (Лука, К. 2010 а: 629-630).
The site is located east of the town of
Dimovo, in Gradishteto or Mogilata locality. The
so-called “Mound„ is a high mountain ridge with
an altitude of 180 m and width of no more than 10
m (Fig. 21). The place is unsuitable for habitation
and concentration of any artefacts (potsherds) is
quite low on the hilltop. On the western slope of
the hill, however, occurs a rich cultural layer with
high concentrations of household ceramics.

Fig. 20. Dimovo. 1 - locality “Gradishteto”; 2 locality “Belski vrah”.

No floodplain terrace of Archaritsa River
is set at the foothill of Gradishteto locality. By
information from the local population, here have
been dug out human skeletal remains and many
items, that suggest the existence of a necropolis
with inhumation.

Town of Dimovo, Belski Vrah locality
(Fig. 20/2) (Лука, К. 2010 а: 630).

At the foothill of the plateau, as on the
previous site, on the not flooded terrace on the
Archaritsa River left bank, is revealed a vast
territory with remains of occupation in the
Antiquity. In the southern part of the terrace a
pottery kiln was excavated by local people and
two fragments with appliquéd decoration were
found in it (Fig. 22) (Лука, К. 2010 a: 630 fig.
2/17). Gergana Kabakchieva supposes about the
ceramic vessels with relief decoration of snakes
religious function associated with the worship of
Eastern gods (Cybele and Mithras) (Кабакчиева,
Г. 1986: 25, Обр. 21).

The site is situated to the north, near of
Gradishteto locality. It covers a small area on the

Sites in the localities of Belski Vrah
and Gradishteto both with the cultural remains

The pottery vessels found both on the
western slope of the hill and the terrace south of it
define the lifetime of the site in the second half of
the 4th - the first half of the 5th century.

edge of a vast plateau west of the town of Dimovo.
A building with walls of river stones and mud bond
has been revealed by treasure hunters. According
to local people, coins, dated in the second half of
the 3rd and 4th century A.D. have been found here,
as well as agricultural tools.
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Fig. 21. Dimovo, locality “Gradishteto”. Photo by K.Luka.
situated in their foothills represent a large
settlement complex including a height settlement,
a flat necropolis, and probably agricultural
dwellings and a manufacturing centre. Judging
by the parallels of ceramic vessels with appliquéd

the strong destruction of the cultural layers by
intensive treasure-hunting activities, it may be
guessed, a relatively long period of existence of
the complex, between the end of the 1st and the
middle of the 5th century A.D.

decoration (Кабакчиева, Г. 1986: 25), we could
suppose that the complex existed after the 2nd
century A.D. Additional information about the
sites situated around the town of Dimovo provide
the metal items submitted by local people,10 as the
earliest may be dated from the time of Flavian (6996) to the middle of the 2nd century A.D. (Лука,
К. 2010 а: 630, Обр. 2/6; Хараламбиева, А. in
the present volume, Kat. № 27). Based on the
discovered pottery fragments it could be assumed
that the terminus post quem of these sites is the
middle of 5th century A.D. Of course, it cannot be
argued that all sites have existed simultaneously.
At this stage of research, however, and due to
10. See the paper of A.Haralambieva in this volume:
Kat. No 27, 44-45 and 52 (p. 201, 209, 212, Tabl. V, IX, XI).
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Village of Makresh, Redenite Kamani
locality (Fig. 23/1; Fig. 15/5) (Лука, К. 2011 a:
509) .
The settlement in the Redenite Kamani
locality covers an area of about 100 acres on a
slope with a slight inclination, exposed to the south
on the right bank of the Vidbul River. It is situated
directly to the west of the modern-day Makresh
railway station. During construction works on the
railroad line, here, remains of an ancient temple
of Jupiter including four votive inscriptions were
discovered, dating back to the 3rd century A.D.
according to coins finds(Fig. 23/2; Fig. 15/6)
(Велков, И. 1925: 210-211, № 1-4; Тодоров, Я.
1928: 22, 210, №№ 421-424; Геров, Б. 1952/53:
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(Димитров, Д. П. 1942: 31-34, 97, 109, обр.
19-24; Атанасова, Й. 1980: 67; Атанасова-Георгиева, Й. / Митова-Джонова, Д. 1985: 43-44;
Атанасова, Й. 2005 а: 8) had encamped in the
Gradiste fortress nearby (Атанасова, Й. 1980: 67;
Миков, В. 1928/29: 331).
Village of Vartop, a site to the west of
the village (Fig. 24/1; Fig. 15/7) (Лука, К. 2012
a: 509).

Fig. 22. Dimovo, locality “Belski vrah”. Vessels
with appliquéd decoration.
№№ 231-232). In 1928-1929 Vassil Mikov
recorded seven Latin epitaphs in the courtyards
of the houses in the village and he supposed that
they had come from the ancient fortress in the
Gradishteto locality nearby (Миков, В. 1928/29:
331). The information V. Mikov provides (largely
descriptive without graphics documentation)
connects the epitaphs chronologically rather with
the settlement in Redenite Kamani locality.
The found ceramic material from this site
could be dated from the beginning of the third
up to the middle of the fifth century. Judging by
data about a representative temple of Jupiter and
a large necropolis situated probably to the west
of it, it could be assumed that the settlement in
the Redenite Kamani locality was a significant
Roman and Late Roman centre. For the duration
of 4th and 5th century A.D. a part of a villa rustica
was explored not far away of the settlement.
According to a Latin inscription, found in the
village, a military unit Dalmatarum Divitensium

The site is situated 1.4 km west of the
village and 1.5 km northwest of the Archaritsa
River. A large amount of potsherds, building
ceramics, as well as remains of stone walls was
discovered over the entire terrain. Spots of lighter
soil are visible also, probably marking location
of buildings or other facilities. Cultural strata are
recorded over an area of about 40 acres.
According to epigraphic data, B. Gerov
suggests the existence of an imperial domain on

Fig. 23. Makresh. 1 - locality “Redenite kamani”;
2 - locality “Garata” (railway station); 3 - mound;
4 - Iron Age settlement; 5 - Ancient road.
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this place.11 On the basis of pottery found here the
lifetime of the settlement is from the second half
of the 3rd to the first half of the 5th century.

Fig. 24. Vartop. 1 - Roman settlement; 2 - locality
“Zhidovets”.

Across the ancient settlement near
the village of Vartop - on the right bank of the
Archaritsa River, the Zhidovets locality is situated,
where a catchment for the central water supply of
Ratiaria was studied (Fig. 24/2) (Atanasova, J.
1980: Tav. X). About 6 km away to the east of
the localized settlement and catchment in the
Zhidovets locality is located an other ancient site
in the Pileshtarnika locality, near the village of
Vladichentsi (Fig. 25/1). Between these sites and
Ratiaria runs a side road in direction north-south.
(Лука, К. 2011 a: 532) (Fig. 26). Near the antique
site in the village of Vladichentsi this road curves
to the west, and then its trace is lost. It is very
likely the road connected not only Ratiaria with
the site near the village of Vladichentsi, but also
the antique site near the village of Vartop, as well
as the catchment of the water-supply system. In
this case we have an excellent example of a side
road which judging by the dating of the sites in
the villages of Vladichentsi and Vartop, may be
related to the Late Roman period.
Village of Vladichentsi, Pileshtarnika
locality (Fig. 25/1; Fig. 15/8) (Лука, К. 2010 a:
630).

Fig. 25. 1 - Vladichentsi, locality “Pileshtarnika”;
2 - Mali Drenovets, locality “Mikovski dol”.

The site in the Pileshtarnika locality lies
on a low plateau height, northwest of the modern
village. Treasure-hunters’ interventions had
reached up to 1.0 m depth in the cultural layers
and revealed stone constructions spread over an
area of about 20 acres. The fragmented ceramic
vessel finds suggest that the site was occupied
as early as 1st-2nd century A.D. Several buildings
were localized on the terrain, and most probably
11. See the article of R. Ivanov “Bricks and tiles
from Ratiaria and its urban territory” in this volume (p. 153).
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Fig. 26. Ancient road between Ratiaria and the site in the Pileshtarnika locality near the village of Vladichentsi.
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Fig. 27. The ancient road Ratiaria - Conbustica, the segment south of the village of Makresh.
View from the north. Photo by K. Luka.
they had belonged to a large extra urban mansion,

imitation of Early Roman thin red-gloss wares

dating in fourth and the first half of the fifth

as distinguished by the known import examples

century A.D.

with lower quality of workmanship. According
to the local population, on this place have been

Village of Mali Drenovets, Mikovski
Dol locality (Fig. 25/2; Fig. 15/9) (Лука, К. 2010
a: 630, Обр. 2/1, 16).
The site is located 3 km southeast of the
village, on a slope with a slight inclination to the
south-southeast. The region is limited by the deep
gully to the south. Cultural remains are spread
over an area of about 5 acres.

found Roman Republican coins, and denarii of
Emperors Tiberius, Vespasian and Trajan. The
presence of cultural layer from the 1st century A.D.
is confirmed by a fragment of terra sigillata, dated
in the time of Claudius - Nero (Лука, K. 2010 a:
630; Dimitrova-Milčeva, A. 2000: 47, Taf .3/59).
A votive mirror and some ceramic fragments
(Лука, К. 2010 а: 630, обр. 2/1) indicate that
the site was occupied during the second and third

The pottery found here could be placed in
three chronological periods (the Iron Age; 1 -3

century A.D. Graves with tegulae coverage with

rd

cremation were destroyed on the ridge of the

century A.D and second half of the 4th - first half

slope. The grave goods include coins, ceramic

of 5 century A.D.). Some of the vessel forms are

lamps and vessels. The site in the Mikovski Dol

st

th
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Fig. 28. The ancient road Ratiaria - Conbustica and the ancient route Ratiaria – site in Pileshtarnika
locality, near the village of Vladichentsi. Localized parts of the track and possible reconstruction.

locality currently could be defined as a necropolis

Archaritsa River. The pavement falls in agricultural

used in the time between the first and third century

land and ploughing broadways over the road led to

A.D. by absence of other data.

the dispersion of the stones, so that the remains

Remains of stone constructions dispersed
over the whole site, and a part of the found vessel
shapes could be assigned to the Late Roman
period. The Late Roman period in the Mikovski
Dol locality on the basis of the found building
ruins could be connected with the existence of an
unfortified settlement.
Remains of Roman road layout between
Conbustica and Ratiara.

of pavement currently have a width of about 5
m (Fig. 27). The road layout was traced along
2.2 km south from the village of Makresh (Fig.
15/5) and 1.8 km between the villages of Valchek
and Vartop. The ancient road was crossed near
(or through) the settlement in Redenite Kamani
locality. The road follows the Archaritsa River
basin, as it does not pass close to the river itself,
where levelling is high, but north of it, on the flat
part of the plateau heights (Fig. 28). The direction
of the track after the village of Vartop shows that,

In 2011, a segment of the ancient road

at this point, the road is retreating further from the

layout was localized on the basis of collected

river, avoiding foothill elevations northeast of the

information for the settlement structure around the

village. According to information by local people,
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a section of the road was visible near the village
of Gaytantsi, remote from Archaritsa by 2.5 km.

Fig. 29. Shipot, locality “Tarneto ”.

The total length of the route between the
Conbustica and Ratiaria does not exceed 25-26
km, which is different from the distance of 27
Roman miles (40 km) in Tabula Peutengeriana.
In Bulgarian part of the road, the name of the
station Conbustica raises another question related
to the etymology of the Latin word “combustium;
comburo,-ussi,-ustus” (burned, burn, destroyed).
Studies of the Early Roman camp, which was
located in this area, show that the camp was
destroyed by a strong fire, then the place stayed
unoccupied for a long time (about two centuries)
(Лука, К. 2011 b: 287). This place could obtain
the name “burned” only after the withdrawal of
Roman troops or not earlier than the end of the
1st century A.D. , i.e. the information reflected in
Tabula Peutengeriana is diverse and associated
with various chronological data. Unfortunately,
however, the table is the only source describing
the communicative artery.
The surveys in 2010-2011 localized also
a number of settlements situated in the urban area
of Ratiaria, between the streams of the rivers
Archaritsa and Skomlya. Newly discovered sites
complete the archaeological map and give details
about the chronology and density of the settlement
system in the region.
Village of Shipot, Tarneto locality (Fig.
29; Fig. 15/10) (Лука, К. 2010 а: 630).

Fig. 30. Vodnyantsi, locality “Varbovsko”.
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The site is situated on the edge of a vast
plateau, which reveals a panoramic view to
the riverbed of Skomlya River. At that place,
treasure hunters have discovered silver denarii
and Late Roman coins. A grave with inhumation
was discovered also with a metal ring as a grave
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Fig. 31. Gorna Bela, Vreloto Spring before it its capping. Source: http://belabelen.dir.bg/_wm/pbasic/?df=186
offering. Over the entire surface of the site have

of occupation of the settlement may be referred to

been tracked walls of broken stones on clay

the time of the 4th - first half of the 5th c. A.D.

mortar. Single fragments of tegulae and imbrices
are found. A small amount of pottery wares dating
in the Iron Age and the Antiquity were discovered.
Village

of

Vodnyantsi,

Varbovsko

locality (Fig. 30; Fig. 15/11) (Лука, К. 2011 а:
533).

Village of Gorna Bela, Vreloto locality
(Fig. 32/1; Fig. 15/12) (Лука, К. 2010 a: 629).
The modern village of Bela consists of
three relatively independent parts (quarters),
respectively from north to south: Upper (Gorna),
Middle (Sredna) and Lower (Dolna) Bela. Four

The site is localized to the northeast of

votive inscriptions are known from here, dated in

the modern village of Vodnyantsi, near a Skomlya

the reign of Caracalla (Дякович, Б. 1904: 33-34;

River tributary, and covering significant area on

Геров, Б. 1952/53: № 207, 240-242). A legend

a slope with a small inclination and low altitude.

in the village tells that over Vreloto Spring, from

Shallow gullies are opening to the north and south

where the Belshtitsa River rises, was built the

of the site as in the last one flows a small river.

summer palace of King Stratsimir. The palace

Stone structures and spots of burnt plaster and

was a building with marble columns, surrounded

charcoal are visible in ploughed soil. Household

by white fortification wall. The “White” Palace

potsherds are equally spread on the entire area and

of Sratsimir gives the name of the village - Bela

are dated to Iron Age and Antiquity. According to

(white) (Атанасов, Л. 1978). Obviously, a

the ceramic forms found here, the second period

sanctuary existed here, whose location, however
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has not been localized so far.

Fig. 32. 1 - Gorna Bela, locality “Vreloto”; 2 ancient settlement.

During 2009 the field survey found the
place where the inscriptions originate from.
It is located in the southern periphery of the
village of Gorna Bela, around the Vreloto karst
spring, currently caught (Fig. 31). Years ago,
while digging for water-supply, were revealed
the massive stone walls and a large amount of
different findings. East and north around the
currently piped spring, on an area of about 1000
sq m, spread out architectural structures (walls 60
cm thick each, built of cut stones bound in lime
mortar) and a cultural layer up to 1.0 m thick. A
large amount of building ceramics was gathered.
Household ceramic vessels fall in time between 3rd
and first half of 4th century A.D. and can not be
related to the lifetime of the sanctuary.
Village of Gorna Bela – a site northwest
of the village (Fig. 32/2) (Лука, К. 2010 a: 629630, Обр. 2/18-23).
The site is 1.5 km northwest of Gorna
Bela in a relatively flat valley. On the surface are
registered the remains of walls, built of cut stone
bounded in lime mortar. Building ceramics was
found mainly. Iron tools were discovered in one
of the premises (Лука, К. 2010 a: 630, Обр. 2/1823), which determine the chronological dating of
the settlement within the 4th and 5th century A.D.
(Атанасова, Й. 2005 c: 213, Табл. I/13, 16; 215,
Табл. III/54; 216, Табл. IV/1, 3; 217, Табл. I/11;
Чолаков, И. 2010: 107, 329, Fig. 167; 80, 287,
Fig. 100-102.).

Fig. 33. Granitovo, locality “Gradishteto”.

Village of Granitovo, Gradishteto
locality (Fig. 33; Fig. 15/13) (Лука, К. 2010 а:
630-631).
The site is situated on a high cliff at an
altitude of 512 meters. It was discovered by Ivan
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Fig. 34. Granitovo, locality “Gradishteto”.
Balkanski in the 1960s and was defined as the

to the west of this first fortification a second line

castle of the Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages

is located, but its structure, due to the heavy

(Балкански, И. 1965: 39). In 2009 field surveys

weathering and landslides cannot be established.

were carry out and established that just under the

Inside the fortified area constructions belonging

edge of the rock lies a small cave, while to the

to the premises are situated parallel to the fortress

north of it there is a passage in the rocks up to 3.0

walls. Traces of habitation (strong concentration

meters wide, which even natural, very likely was

of household ceramics) were discovered outside

used for the approach to the fort (Fig. 34).

the fort, about 20 meters along the crest of the

The remains cover an area of about 5

slope.

acres. The fortified facility is well maintained

There is not any information about the

and is localized along about 20 meters on the

occupation of the fortress in the Middle ages.

western edge of the slope. It is constructed of cut

Lifted from the surface of the site potsherds

stone without bond with an approximate thickness

represent the most common shapes of vessels

between 2.0 and 3.0 m (Fig. 35). About 2.0 meters

along the Archaritsa River basin typical for the
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Fig. 35. Granitovo, locality “Gradishteto”.

second half of the 4th and 5th century A.D. The
archaeological finds submitted by local people
also refer to the Antique period (Атанасова, Й.
2005 c: 214, Табл. II/35, 37, 39-40; Чолаков, И.
2010: 90, Fig. 126/1).
Conclusion
The field surveys proved intense
occupation along Archaritsa River basin since
the 1st century A.D. (Fig. 36 ), which confirms
the assumption that the road Ratiaria - Lissus
had been traced in the first decades of Roman
expansion on the Balkans (Petrović, V. 2006
a : 367-368; Petrović, V. 2006 b: 17-18). The
discovered settlements from the pre-Roman
period do not show the continuity with those from
the early 1st century A.D. An exception is the site
in Mikovski Dol locality near the village of Mali
Drenovets, where, however, the terrain was used
as a necropolis during the Roman period. Certain
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archaeological layers dating back in the 1st century
A.D. have been established in Ratiaria near the
village of Archar (Лука, К. 2011 a: 532, Обр. 1;
Лука, К. 2011 c: 271-273) and in Conbustica near
the village of Kladorub (Лука, К. 2009; 2010 b;
2011 b). These two road-stations are marked in
Tabula Peutengeriana, indicating that at least as
far as the Bulgarian stretch of the road RatiariaLissus, the map reflects the situation in the early
years of Roman presence. Results of studies in
Conbustica show that the road used to connect the
points with a stable military presence.
In the 2nd and 3rd century A.D. the number
of settlement structures located along the road
increased (Fig. 37). However, it should be noted
that archaeological finds dated mainly in the 3rd
century A.D. are present only at sites near the
villages of Mali Drenovets, Makresh and Vartop
(at the last one in the middle of the 3rd century).
Inscription finds from the villages of Rabisha,
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Fig. 36. The urban territory of Ratiaria.
Localized sites from 1st century A.D.

Fig. 37. The urban territory of Ratiaria.
Localized sites from 2th -3rd century
A.D.

Fig. 38. The urban territory of Ratiaria.
Localized sites from 4th -5th century
A.D.
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Kladorub and Gorna Bela indicate the existence
of non-localized sites whose locations must be
determined. It should also be noted that at some of
the sites dated later, an earlier period of existence
may be assumed, as the collected material does
not reflect their overall stratigraphy.
The archaeological map of the region
between the 4th – 5th century A.D. shows a dense
settlement network (Fig. 38). This intensive
habitation should be associated with the formation
of the new province of Dacia Ripensis and the
announcement of Ratiaria for its capital. It could
be considered that the withdrawal of Roman
military and administrative structures from the
territory north of the Danube (Dacia) at the end of
3rd century also had influences upon the increasing
of the number of settlements south of the river.
A common feature for all sites from this period
is their location in the plains, their vast area and
the lack of fortification system. The large area
of settlements of that time is certainly evidence
of the rapidly growing population in the region,
probably due to the transfer of large masses from
the released former Roman province of Dacia. The
lack of fortifications also suggests some speed in
the construction of these settlements. Indeed, the
only site in which such facility is found is the late
Roman settlement Conbustica. The fort encloses a
large area, but the fortification wall has a thickness
of only 1.5 m and shallow foundations (up to 0.5
m ), indicating that its height is unlikely to have
been significant. Probably the late Roman site
by the village of Kladorub was equipped with an
protective facility because of its location precisely
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on the main road, which is the subject of this
article. The fact that only the name of Conbustica
is mentioned in Tabuala Peutengiriana suggests
that the itinerary was updated in the time around
the events following the release of the new TransDanubian Dacia and new administrative reforms
led to the declaration of the main town in the
area - Ratiaria for the capital of the newly formed
province of Dacia Ripensis. Probably it coas the
same time when the corresponding effort for
the administration and maintenance of the road
network in the province were made, as the speed
of building of the fortification walls of Conbustica
implies government intervention associated with
ensuring the safety of the main road in the region.
It’s also worth noting, that data from the
newly registered settlement structures in the urban
area of Ratiaria, clearly show occupation around
the middle of the 5th century. From the written
sources the date of destruction of the fortress
Castra Martis by the Huns is certain - A.D. 408
(Атанасова, Й., 2005 b: 12). In A.D. 442-443
and Ratiaria has suffered significant damages
due to the Hunic invasion (Динчев, В., 2002: 15).
After these events, unfortified (or poorly fortified)
settlements, occupying large areas in lowland
areas probably were not recovered. Information
the hill from fortress near the village of Granitovo,
where the pottery indicates living occupation
from the second half of the 4th to the end of the
5th century A.D. suggests a change in the type of
settlement structures in the region, namely the
population had to retreat to natural protected and
firmly entrenched places.
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РИМСКИЯТ ПЪТ NAISSUS - TIMACUM MAIUS – TIMACUM
MINUS – CONBUSTICA (COMBUSTICA) – RATIARIA
ВЛАДИМИР П. ПЕТРОВИЧ, ВОЙСЛАВ ФИЛИПОВИЧ, КРАСИМИРА ЛУКА

По протежение течението на реките Тимок (Timachus) в Източна Сърбия и Арчарица
в Северозападна България е преминавал един от най-старите и важни пътища на Балканите
в античността - пътят Naissus-Ratiaria, свързващ Централните Балкани в района на Naissus
(съвременен град Ниш) с Дунавския басейн. Известният римски итинерарий от IV в. Tabula
Peutingeriana споменава следните станции и растоянието между тях, разположени между
Naissus и Ratiaria: Naisso XXVII Timaco Maiori X Timaco Minori XXVII Conbustica XXVII
Ratiaria. Първите две от тях - Timacum Maius и Timacum Minus са разположени на територията на
съвременна Република Сърбия.
Първата пътна станция Timacum Maius може да бъде локализирана в долината на река
Свърлиг около съвременният град Нишевац, тъй-като това е първият район след Ниш, където
условията са подходящи за развитието на голямо римско селище. От 2008 г. на това място се
провеждат археологически проучвания под егидата на Института за Балкански изследвания
към Сръбската Академия на Науката и Изкуствата. Втората пътна станция Timacum Minus
е идентифицирана край съвременното село Равна до Княжевац, където освен укрепление, е
съществувало и значително римско селище. Компилаторът на Певтингеровата карта едва ли
е можел да пропусне да отбележи мястото на това селище, тъй-като недалеч от тук римският
път завива рязко на изток, напуска долината на Тимок и пресича Стара планина през прохода
Кадъбоаз, продължавайки в посока Conbustica и Ratiaria в Северозападна България.
На българска територия изследванията започват също през 2008 г. под егидата на
Българско Археологическо Сдружение. В продължение на няколко години са проведени
теренни издирвания и археологически проучвания на римската пътна станция Conbustica. По
време на тези изследвания са локализирани единадесет антични обекта, разположени около
вероятното трасе на пътя, събрана е информация за топографията на района, произхождащите
от тук случайни находки и е документирано трасето на главния път, свързващ пътната станция
Conbustica с главния град на областта - Ratiaria. Проследена е и второстепенна пътна артерия.
Произхождащите от тези обекти керамика и находки са подложени на цялостен компаративен
анализ, което позволява предварителното датиране на селищата в долината на река Арчарица.
На базата на тази датровка е предложена схема за развитие на селищната структура в региона
през различните периоди и е направе извода за трасирането на пътя Ratiaria - Conbustica още в
първите години от римското присъствие, както и за неговото военно предназначение.
Въпреки че дава изключително важна информация, касаеща основните комуникативни
артерии, характеристиката на релефа, имената и характера на селищата, разстоянията между
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тях, означени в римски мили, Певтингеровата карта не бива да бъде възприемана изцяло като
достоверна. Тя съдържа множество грешки, дължащи се вероятно на неточни преписи или други
причини, които могат да бъдат коригирани единствено чрез мултидисциплинарен подход и
главно чрез археологически проучвания и резултатите от тях. Такъв е случаят с растоянията,
посочени в Певтингеровата карта между станциите Naissus - Timacum Maius - Timacum Minus
и Conbustica - Ratiaria. Като се вземат предвид данните от установеното със сигурност трасе
между Conbustica и Ratiaria, както и вероятната локализация на двете станции Timacum, то със
сигурност данните, посочени в Tabula Peutingerina би трябвало да бъдат корегирани.
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